OSHA 1910 Compliance
with Keylight
®

Step up OSHA compliance
for the 2017 update
OSHA’s 2017 update to 29 CFR
1910 increases compliance
requirements for general
industry walking-working
surfaces and fall protection
standards. Most of the 2017
update became effective in
January and May 2017 with
remaining requirements taking
effect later this year.

and connect them to OSHAspecific controls in the platform.
This way, you can more easily
identify gaps in your compliance
program. Use workflow to
prioritize and remediate findings
from job hazard analyses. Site
inspections? Keylight’s process
for managing findings is efficient
and effective.

Are you in compliance with
OSHA’s 2017 update and
the numerous changes to
recordkeeping and reporting? If
not, you run the risk of citations
and hefty fines.

With OSHA’s 2017 update,
it is important to have a
comprehensive, yet flexible,
platform that can exercise
control change management.
Keylight facilitates change
management by allowing you to
easily update controls, policies,
and procedures.

Step up your OSHA compliance
with an innovative technology
platform from LockPath.
Get OSHA compliant
with Keylight
The Keylight Platform empowers
health and safety professionals
to comply with OSHA’s 1910
General Industry 2017 update
with less time and effort while
also lowering the risk of citations
and fines.
Keylight enables users to create,
manage, and maintain workplace
safety policies and procedures,

effectively, so you can keep the big
picture in mind: workforce safety.
Bring risk management to
health and safety
Health and safety professionals
often operate in a vacuum. For a
risk or workplace incident to gain
the attention of the C-suite or
the Board portends a significant
threat to the organization.
By having health and safety
data interconnected in Keylight,
risks can be viewed in the same
way as other organizational
risks at the enterprise level. The
result? Executives can see and
anticipate potential issues, so
they can address risks before
they escalate.

You can also use Keylight to
perform other compliance
tasks, including performing
workplace risk assessments,
sending out policy awareness
events, capturing attestations,
and testing employees’
comprehension.

From OSHA compliance to
enterprise risk management,
it’s why Keylight is one of
the leading cloud-based
governance, risk management,
and compliance (GRC) platforms
on the market today.

Managing OSHA 1910
compliances doesn’t have to be
overwhelming or involve fines.
Keylight helps you manage the
details more efficiently and

To learn more about managing
OSHA 1910 compliance with the
Keylight Platform, contact us at
913.601.4800 or email
info@lockpath.com.
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Subpart A - General



Subpart B - Adoption and Extension
of Established Federal Standards



Subpart C - Adoption and Extension
of Established Federal Standards



Subpart D - Walking-Working
Surfaces















Subpart E - Means of Egress















Subpart F - Powered Platforms,
Manlifts, and Vehicle-Mounted
Work Platforms















Subpart G - Occupational Health
and Environmental Control















Subpart H - Hazardous Materials















Subpart I - Personal Protective
Equipment















Subpart J - General Environmental
Controls















Subpart K - Medical and First Aid















Subpart L - Fire Protection















Subpart M - Compressed Gas and
Compressed Air Equipment















Subpart N - Materials Handling and
Storage















Subpart O - Machinery and Machine
Guarding















Subpart P - Hand and Portable
Powered Tools and Other HandHeld Equipment















Subpart Q - Welding, Cutting and
Brazing















Subpart R - Special Industries















Subpart S - Electrical















Subpart T - Commerical Driving
Operations















Subpart Z - Toxic and Hazardous
Substances















OSHA 1910 and 2017 update compliance requirements addressed by the Keylight Platform
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Manage and remediate to
avoid OSHA citations and penalties
OSHA penalties skyrocket when violations are not addressed. Keylight helps your
organization avoid this fate. When workplace safety issues are identified, Keylight users
conduct investigations, document findings, and manage remediation efforts -- all within
the platform. When OSHA inspects, everything in Keylight can be shared in reports.

About Lockpath
Lockpath is an enterprise software company that helps organizations understand and manage their risk. The
company’s line of integrated risk management solutions provides companies with the means to efficiently and
effectively identify, manage, and monitor risks, for a more agile and resilient business. Lockpath serves a client
base of global organizations ranging from small and midsize companies to Fortune 10 enterprises in more than
15 industries. The company is headquartered in Overland Park, Kansas. For more information on Lockpath,
visit Lockpath.com.
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